Commons Service to Improve

By BRAD FULLER

Work on the Alumni Drive addition to Commons continues at a rapid pace, as workmen try to complete the building before the winter weather sets in. Vice President for Business Affairs, Bernard Carpenter, indicated that if the weather cooperates, the new structure should be completed by February 1. The addition will extend the present seating capacity of Commons from 485 to 840, and will include new areas available for blue slips. Food service will be vastly improved by extending the second food line straight through what is now the Ramsdell Room and into the new extension. Also, an additional salad and drink bar at the back of Commons and a special line just for second servings will help to relieve the bottleneck which often occurs during peak dining hours.

Carpenter also indicated that the new “second servings only” area will eliminate the present congestion which occurs in the narrow aisle created by the recent expansion of the dishroom. Students will no longer return through that aisle to receive seconds when the new facility goes into operation. Expansion of the dishroom was undertaken in order to allow for better air flow. The new tray depositing system was adopted to eliminate both the congestion in the exit to Commons and the noise which was generated by the old system. Hopefully, Mr. Carpenter added, dining will now be more enjoyable for those sitting near the exit. Several different decors and solid oak chairs will grace the new dining area, adding more atmosphere to the present facility.

Also, the exterior of Chase Hall will be improved because the new addition will tie all the past additions and renovations to the building together, creating a more unified structure.

Although the original dining hall plans called for a completely new facility at either the base of Mt. David or on the edge of Lake Andrews, both were determined to be unfeasible. The College was unable to receive proper zoning from the City of Lewiston for the Mt. David site, and because of soil conditions near Lake Andrews, the cost of building there became prohibitive. Because of the limited space left on campus for constructing an entire new facility, the extension of the present building was the only alternative.

New Party Rules Announced

By JAMES CURTIN

Since the beginning of the Fall term there has been an enforced set of rules governing the planning and execution of parties on campus. These rules regulate almost all the important aspects of parties and therefore the social life of the Bates community.

Dean Brian Fitzgerald cited poor planning of parties last year, especially parties during short term, for the enforcement of standing rules and the addition of new rules. Dean Fitzgerald elaborated the administration’s plan to divide the campus into various “regions”. Each head proctor is assigned a sector. Each sector would reflect the atmosphere of the dorms or houses encompassed therein. Separate constraints may be imposed by dorm members.

The new method of planning a party culminates in a meeting by the organizers with the respective head proctor, and Dean Fitzgerald. Amount of people and beverage consumption are discussed in detail as well as clean up and time considerations. When questioned if this meeting consisted of adding more red tape to a system that seems overburdened, Dean Fitzgerald said that that potential was there but hoped that the new system would run efficiently. He said that the administration is in no way trying to stiffly parties or trying to use proctors as police. He said that the purpose of these rules were to assure that all concerned would enjoy themselves and that no one group would infringe on the rights of anyone else. He continued saying that most of these rules are already standing and not really new, others are laws that should for safety’s sake be abided.

One of the most important new positions taken by the administration is that individuals who run the parties will be held accountable.

These new rules are now in effect and are as follows:

1. Individuals planning a party should speak to the proctor of the dorm/floor for which the party is planned. The proctor should ensure that arrangements are in agreement with procedures and meet prerequisites (i.e., proper number of dorm signatures, tap-off time, cleanup operations, etc.) and sign the blueslip.

2. These arrangements should be discussed with the area’s Head Proctor, who should also sign the blueslip, ensuring that the event does not pose potential problems for the dorm or area.

3. Arrangements should then be discussed with the Area Dean who will review the details and negotiate changes, if necessary. The Dean should sign the blueslip.

4. These arrangements should then be reviewed by the CSA, who will give the final authorization. (Note: it would be advantageous to the group to try to arrange a meeting at which both the Area Dean and the CSA are in attendance.)

Continued on Page Four
Lack of parties clutters campus

Dear Sirs,

After this thoroughly uneventful week, I feel myself so disturbed that I feel I must write this letter and air some views that I have found concerning Bates College. My dissatisfaction is with the social situation on campus this year.

As I write, campus has not returned this year, and in the recent past there has been no year in which there have been so few parties on campus during the first few weeks of school. Campus-wide parties perform an important function at Bates and I feel that with the new freshman center at Smith there is an even greater need for them. In the past a quick dive into the freshman center I have heard many complaints concerning the lack of opportunity for freshmen to meet a variety of upperclassmen in a social atmosphere, and my friends have spoken similarly about their regrets concerning their frustrated attempts at meeting the freshmen. I have also talked to a few particular group, but with the limited information I have, I can find no more responsible culprit for this negative situation.

This year the administration has made it increasingly difficult, even bothersome, to throw a large party. The amount of red tape and restrictions that one must abide by is unparalleled in recent years. Tents are required, with the permission of dorm residents and the proctor to throw a party in a separate facility. In addition, this year it is necessary to get the permission of the head proctor, to go to the area dean and "negotiate" the terms before I can finally to review the party with the Coordinator of Student Activities. In addition to these restrictions, I have heard that the administration has put a size restriction on parties. This campus has witnessed successful parties in Rand, Page, Chase Hall in numbers of 100 to 200 people. It would be impossible for a dorm such as Smith, Parker, or Page (the three dorms where most freshmen are located) to have a party in any college facility and invite outsiders while still respecting the imposed size limit. Worse yet, what will happen to Afro-Am's and other groups who are destined to the muda" party? Surely this arbitrary limit inhibits creativity in the planning of parties with new and interesting themes. Obviously the college has facilities that one cannot perceive at first glance. Getting to know me will bring layers and layoffs of revelations. I am interesting.

Here Ron Albright: "The mind that rules this complex human being has great depth and discernment; it has the interlocking legacy of my ancestors and, therefore, destined to repeat in their success."

There is another set of clothes which deserves a voice. Not only can the preppe dress up to his position in the aristocracy, but he can dress down to it also. Characteristic of the dressed-down preppe are fatigue, used vents, ragged shirts and sweaters, overalls, and worn sneakers. The dresses-down preppe is not as provincial as the preppe, he bears no resemblance to the one he heard in the nineties, when those who wore tattered clothes were proud of their allegiance to the proletariat. The dressed-down preppe wears the clothes of the blue collar workers with a wry smile, saying: "Here am I, the chosen of the fate. They may be able to afford the finest, yet I choose to imitate the common man. He is die-hard with me, with his life, I. I appreciate for comfort's (and irony's) sake." Our answer to the question posed "readily for what?" is antithetical to the answer of the older brothers and sisters gave. The clothes we wear identify a wide-spread acceptance of the social social group that was a part of the military of the previous generation. It is an ordinariness aristocracy which seeks to emulate the established pat. My khaki pants, gray vest, blue denim clothes shirt, and printed belt (and the great numbers of my peers who could match this description), is the dress-code of campesin life, I. I appreciate for comfort's (and irony's) sake.

This year the question posed "ready for what?" is antithetical to the answer of our older brothers and sisters gave. The clothes we wear identify a wide-spread acceptance of the middle social group that was a part of the military of the previous generation. It is an ordinariness aristocracy which seeks to emulate the established pat. My khaki pants, gray vest, blue denim clothes shirt, and printed belt (and the great numbers of my peers who could match this description), is the dress-code of campesin life, I. I appreciate for comfort's (and irony's) sake.

Topdressing: "The person in the new generation is a real sailor—probably spending most of his or her summer at a yacht club in Newport or elsewhere in the English-speaking world, with America's Cup racers. Yet, racing sailboats is expensive and time consuming. Let's see what better way to get a tan?"

Layers of Turtlenecks, Oxford Cloth Shirts, and Shetland Wool sweaters, Brooks Brothers shirts, wool slacks, and Topdressing; ready for revolu-tion, the remaining generation returned to the college campus during the first week. "Here has been no year in which magazines or the new freshmen center at Smith there is an even greater need for them."

By PENNEY

Your first question is probably "Who the hell are Nektar?" Nektar best described as an English progressive rock band. Following the pattern established by the Beatles, they settled in Germany and developed a cult following there. They were then discovered and packaged for England, and later for the States.

Their new album, "Magic is a Child", is dominated by Beatle-like riffs. The second side is less interesting. It is the 20th century now and Nektar may be bittersweet. As I write this letter, the new album by the band Synergy most of the time, is probably consuming; but what better way to spend an evening than to listen to the best of America's Cup racers. Yet, racing sailboats is expensive and time consuming. Let's let the clothes speak for themselves.

"Preppie--!

"Who the hell are Nektar?"

"The Beatles--!

Again, the Middle Ages are looked at, (with waterfalls, cobblestones and dark villages being the focus), but through the eyes of the present, represented by the modern condensation of the title. The last song on this side, "Love to Share", is a dialogue between father and son. The two fates, and I wear these rags. I can make up for originality, and we have written this letter with much of himself to his teaching, and so frequently at the expense of his private interests and time. It is simply grotesque that such commitment should not only go unappreciated, but end in his dismissal. There has to be something fundamentally wrong with a system which rules this complex human being."

To the Editor:

I have not been a member of the Bates community for three years, but I am still sympathetic to the cause of themodal and so frequently at the expense of his private interests and time. It is simply grotesque that such commitment should not only go unappreciated, but end in his dismissal. There has to be something fundamentally wrong with a system which rules this complex human being.

I dislike fixing the blame on the preceding generation of my peers who could match this description), is the dress-code of campesin life, I. I appreciate for comfort's (and irony's) sake.
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On a wider asphalt road, the Bates runners made their move and were soon running one, two, three and four. As the course looped back into the woods, the Bobcats opened up their lead. Leonard and Oparowski led the way, running within a few yards of each other with only a mile and a half to go. Freshman Tom Rooney and sophomore Tom Cloutier were not far behind. Pushing through the last half mile, the team's captain Paul Oparowski finished first with a winning time of 24:28, six seconds off the course record. Senior Tom Leonard, running his best race of the still young season, finished second, three seconds behind. The talented freshman Tom Rooney finished third, only six seconds behind Leonard, while Tom Cloutier, forced to ease up because of his injured ankle, finished two places behind Rooney. Greg Peters was right behind Cloutier in seventh, and Mark Soderstrom finished tenth.

Bates’ freshmen showed a lot of promise as Rich Gardner, Nick Rose, and Doug Olner finished 15th, 25th, and 30th respectively. Chris Walton 23rd, Ken Ham, 40th, and Rick Packie 46th rounded out the runners’ performance.

Elated both by the team’s win and the closeness time-wise of Bates’ top five men, Coach Schoen and freshman Mindy Hansen. Co-captain LaVee Taylor, Joanne Bramley and Sue MacDougall led the team in spikes.

Cheers!

By Bambi Morgan

Congratulations to the 1977 Bates Cross Country! Four girls returning from last year include: Linda Dowling (79), head cheerleader, Marcia Call (79), Janice Campbell (78), and Bambi Morgan (68). New faces on the squad are: Trudy Higgins (80), Pam Drews (81), Judie Rainville (81), Kim Howe (80), and Valerie Johnson (81). The girls have lots of new ideas and enthusiasm. They’re looking forward to an exciting, winning season...So come on out Saturday and help them cheer Bates on to victory!

Soccer - even so far

By MARK KENNELLAR

Last Friday the Bates soccer team evened its record at 1-1 with a 1-0 decision over Colby. The only tally of the game was scored 30 minutes into the first half by freshman wing, Mike Lugli. A strong performance by Bates goalie, Jim Hill, made the lone goal stand up as Bates continued to hang on. Colby’s best chance to score was stifled late in the second half when Hill made a spectacular save, diving offbalance to tip a deflected shot over the crossbar.

The game, played before a good turnout at Waterville, was even for most of the first half.

In past years this lead may have been insurmountable for Colby. However, this year under the reins of a new coach and almost a full crew of returnees from last season, the “Moles” were not about to roll over and die. The Colby team came out fast in the second half and pressured the Bates defense all the way. However, with Hill as the backbone, the Bobcats hung on for another victory making them the lead in the for the CBB Title.

Coach Crosby was pleased with the performance and felt Bates had a little more offensive work, they should be able to come back and beat Orono later in the season.

Salem took first for the day and Bates tied for third with an overall record of 2-3. Fine serving was exhibited by returning senior Marcia Call. Anna Schoen and freshman Mindy Hansen. Co-captain LaVee Taylor, Joanne Bramley and Sue MacDougall led the team in spikes.

Field Hockey - spunk & perseverance

By NANCY INGERSOLL

Because the opening game versus UVM was postponed until Monday due to rain, the varsity field hockey squad started off their season with a journey to the Green Mountains, where they faced a hosting U.V.M. team.

The usual pre-game butterflies seemed magnified by the unknown factors that lurked in everyone’s mind: How much will the loss of five starting players from last year affect the team? Without having faced any competition yet this season, how will the team hold up under the pressure of a game situation? These and other questions were going to be answered in the next hour.

The Bobcats had some problems in the starting half. A fast U.V.M. team (that last year’s Cats also had trouble with) capitalized on the inexperienced Bates squad, leaving the score at 3-0 to U.V.M. 30 minutes into the first half by freshman wing, Mike Lugli. A score was stifled late in the second half by defeating Bates 15-4, 15-12. came back strong again this year with a record of 2-2. The Orono team pushed for the lead but were hampered by the narrow rocky path.

By PAUL OPAROWSKI

Running on a dangerous wet University of Lowell course, the Bobcat harriers settled a long running score with Brandeis, taking the four-way meet with the low score of 16 to Brandeis’ 60, Amherst’s 71 and U of Lowell’s 88.

Beaten by Brandeis for the better part of four years, the Bates Peak got off to a good start with the desire to avenge these previous years’ losses. At the start Brandeis got a strong group of runners in front as the course went along a dirt road. Going into the wooded section, Oparowski, Leonard, Cloutier and Rooney made a bid for the lead but were hampered by the narrow rocky terrain.

Without having faced any competition yet this season, how will the team hold up under the pressure of a game situation? These and other questions were going to be answered in the next hour.

Although it was a disappointing way to begin the season, both players and coaches agreed that they know now just exactly what the team needs to work on. Those “talking questions” are rapidly fading into the background, as the team stands ready and willing for all up-and-coming opposition.

Particular congratulations are extended to the four starting freshmen players who put in a fine performance in their first collegiate game. And to all future opponents: BEWARE of Bobcats carrying mulberry sticks!!

The Bates volleyball team started off its season last Saturday hosting a six-team invitational. The visiting teams included UMO, UMF, and UMM plus Salem State and Gordon College from Massachusetts.

Not in the first set of matches proved to be an advan-
tage. Bates came on strong in the second set beating Machias 15-13, 15-7. Gordon and Salem, making defensive teams, proved to be problems for the defense-oriented Bobcats. After dropping both matches to the out-of-staters, 10-15, 10-15, 4-15 (Salem) and 12-15, 6-15 (Gordon), the Bates team was psyched to play one of their toughest matches. Farmington, with their height advantage, pulled out the first game, 15-2, but Bates wouldn’t let height be their downfall. Quick moves down the court won them the next two games 15-8, 15-8, therefore taking the match. Going into their last set, Bates was even with the Farmington team’s captain Paul Oparowski finishing first with a winning time of 24:28, six seconds off the course record. Senior Tom Leonard, running his best race of the still young season, finished second, three seconds behind. The talented freshman Tom Rooney finished third, only six seconds behind Leonard, while Tom Cloutier, forced to ease up because of his injured ankle, finished two places behind Rooney. Greg Peters was right behind Cloutier in seventh, and Mark Soderstrom finished tenth.

Bates’ freshmen showed a lot of promise as Rich Gardner, Nick Rose, and Doug Olner finished 15th, 25th, and 30th respectively. Chris Walton 23rd, Ken Ham, 40th, and Rick Packie 46th rounded out the runners’ performance.
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By RACHEL FINE

While most Bates students regis-
teredly munched on Commons fare last Sunday evening, mem-
bers of the International Club bussed themselves in preparation for
their International Smorgas-
bord. At a fashionable 7 p.m.,
student and faculty members of the Bates community began ar-
vancing at Skelton Lounge where they socialized, sipped punch,
and enjoyed Japanese tempura
(potato slices, green beans,
and shrimp dipped in batter and fried in oil) as made by Ichiro Taka-
yama.

The main smorgasbord con-
sisted of an array of palate-
pleasing dishes; Kyra Nujinigier's
German meatballs, Chicken cur-
ry (from India) made by Gulnara Bandukwalla, Sauce a la Proven-
cale (a mixture of minced meat,
veal, smoked bacon, mushrooms
and other vegetables) by Chef
Jacques Beaumont, Greek salad
(including feta cheese, green
peppers, and black olives) made
by Daphne Topouzis, and a finely
seasoned fried rice. With heaping
plates, diners arrived at the
dessert end of the long food table
to find English apple pie, made
by Caroline Jodlin and Bentrijs
Muller, and Karen Kusden's
Danish dessert, a light, whipped
mixture including rum, cream,
nuts, raisins, and cherries.

Students and professors, clad
in varying attire (ranging from
jeans and sweatshirts to dresses
and suitcoats), chatted amiably as
they sampled varied concoctions.

International Club president
Tarin Anwar, estimates that 115
people were served. The group
made little profit on the affair, but
it was essentially a "break even"
venture. Credit for the dinner's
success, says Tarin, should go to
Kyra Nujinigier, organizer of the
event.

Four or five foreign students
came from Bowdoin for the
dinner, and Tarin says the Bates
group intends to cosponsor events
this year with the Bowdoin and
Colby International Clubs.

Tarin stresses that International
Club membership is open to all.
The goal of the club is to become,"in
Tarin's words, "the most
prominent organization on cam-
pus, by sponsoring events with
wide appeal in the community."

Cooper's
Savory Steaks
Now serving Cocktails!
11 - 11 daily except Sundays
403 Sabattus St.
Tel. 782-9209

Bates' International Flavor

Now in Paperback!

Richard Brautigan

WILLIARD AND HIS TROPHIES

A Perverse Mystery
$2.95 • Simon and Schuster
A Touchstone Book

Other Brautigan Titles also
available from Simon and Schuster:
REVENGE OF THE LAWS - THE ABORTION -
THE HAWKLINE MONSTER - LOADING MERCURY
WITH A PICKFORK

HELP!

PAPERS

RESEARCH

COLLEGIATE

Research Assistance

ALL SUBJECTS

Choose from our library of 7,000 topics
All papers have been prepared by our
staff of professional writers to ensure
excellence. Send $1.00 (air mail passage)
for current edition of our mail order catalog.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 2591-B
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

Name
Address
City
State
Zip

We also provide original
research -- all fields. Thesis
dissertation assistance also available.

SHOULD THE DRINKING AGE GO UP?

Help canvass Lewiston with petitions.
SATURDAY October 1, 12:30 p.m.
meet in Chase Lounge

10,000 signatures are needed

This is the last chance!